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The grain-by-grain orientation relationships between an Fe2O3 !lm, grown using pulsed laser deposition, and a
polycrystalline SrTiO3 substratewere determined using electron backscatter diffraction. This high-throughput in-
vestigation, we call combinatorial substrate epitaxy, enables the characterization of!lm growth on all grain ori-
entations in a single experiment, allowing the determination of the preferred epitaxial orientation (PEO) of this
non-isostructural !lm/substrate pair. Heavily-twinned rhombohedral !-Fe2O3 (hematite) grew epitaxially over
the entire orientation space of the cubic perovskite substrate. Over 500 local orientation relationships (ORs)
were investigated and more than 90% of these ORs, regardless of the interface plane normal, could be described

using a single epitaxialOR: 0001! " 1010
h i

Fe2O3
111! " 110

h i

SrTiO3

!!!! . ThisOR aligns the eutactic (nearly close-packed)

planes and directions between these dissimilar crystal structures. Importantly, the growth of Fe2O3 on a single
crystalline (100)-SrTiO3 results in several different orientation relationships. These results suggest that growth
on high Miller-index (low-symmetry) surfaces provides more general information about the PEO than growth
on low Miller-index (high-symmetry) surfaces. The epitaxial !lm growth on high Miller-index surfaces and
the overwhelming observation of the eutaxial OR support the hypothesis that a very small number of simple
crystallographic descriptors guide epitaxial !lm growth over all of orientation space, even for non-isostructural
!lm/substrate pairs.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Epitaxy, or the ordered growth of one crystal on another [1–4], has
played a central role in a range of technological and scienti!c advances
over the past century [1,4–8]. Surprisingly, we have a relatively crude
physical understanding of what the preferred epitaxial orientation
(PEO) is between two dissimilar solids (heteroepitaxy). The over-
whelmingmajority of prior investigations into heteroepitaxy use single
crystal substrates exposing low Miller-index, high-symmetry surfaces
to the growing solid. From the point of view of interface crystallography,
this work is restricted to a very narrow region of epitaxial orientation
space (herein de!ned relative to the substrate surface normal) and
focuses on what should be considered extremely special interfaces.
Most models of epitaxy aim to simplify the nucleation energetics to
descriptors of the geometric match between the two crystals at these
special interfaces [4,5,9–13,6,14–16]. A simple question arises: does ep-
itaxial growth on special surfaces re"ect the PEO between two crystals
in general?

Recent developments in high-throughput characterizationmethods,
especially using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), have allowed
investigations to address this question. Chatain and Galy [17] used

high-throughput EBSD methods to study the orientation relationship
(OR) between micron-sized Pb crystals (crystallized from the melt) on
polycrystalline Cu substrates. They found a cube-on-cube epitaxial OR
for almost all surface orientations, despite the large lattice mismatch
and preference of fccmetals to have the {111} planes parallel to the sub-
strate surface. These observations indicated that the substrate surface
normal was not a key driver in the development of the PEO; however,
signi!cant morphological changes occurred to the surface normal dur-
ing processing, complicating the interpretation [17]. Floro et al. [18]
used similar high-throughput EBSD methods to investigate the epitaxy
of ZnO nanowires crystallized from solutions on Ag surfaces, observing
only two ORs, a predominant one for surfaces near {111} and a second-
ary one for surfaces near {100} Ag. They highlighted that kinetic factors
played an important role in crystallization from solution, as the nanorod
density varied strongly with orientation [18]. The strongly facetted
surfaces of Ag were implicated as driving the ORs across orientation
space, as many surfaces exposed large areas of {111} terraces [18].

We have been developing a similar high-throughput method to ex-
plore growth over all epitaxial orientation space, a methodwe call com-
binatorial substrate epitaxy (CSE) [19]. In CSE, !lms are deposited on
smoothly polished polycrystalline substrates, local orientations of both
the !lm and substrate are mapped using EBSD, and the !lm–substrate
orientation relationships (ORs) can be compared on a grain-by-grain
basis. Using CSE, we investigated the epitaxial growth of anatase and
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rutile TiO2 on ferroelectric perovskites BaTiO3 [20] and BiFeO3 [19], and
the epitaxial growth of complex titanates [21], over the entire range of
epitaxial orientation space. Collectively those studies show two impor-
tant things. First, well-prepared polycrystalline surfaces can be treated
locally as single-crystal growth surfaces, which were free from
microfacetting. Second, only a small number of ORs are observed in
heteroepitaxy even for non-isostructural !lm/substrate pairs over all
epitaxial orientation space; N90% (80%) of all anatase (rutile) TiO2

grains grew on BiFeO3 with the PEO that aligned the eutactic (nearly
close-packed [22]) planes and directions of the !lm and substrate, re-
gardless of the surface normal of the substrate [19]. This PEO was
termed the eutacticOR, and eutaxial growth can be described as epitax-
ial growth that leads to the extension of the closest-packed networks
between the !lm and substrate [22]. The eutactic OR was shown to be
a more general descriptor than any prior interfacial descriptors based
on TiO2 growth on low-index single-crystal perovskite surfaces [19]
(and similar to the PEO of Pb microcrystals on Cu [17]).

Here, we use CSE to test the hypothesis that the eutactic OR is the
PEO for !lms of hematite Fe2O3 grown on the perovskite SrTiO3. Hema-
tite (isostructural with corundum) has a hexagonal close packed (hcp)
network of oxygen atoms, with iron atoms !lling 2/3 of the octahedral
interstices. The close packed oxygen plane is {0001}, and the close
packed direction within this plane is b1100N. SrTiO3 has a cubic close
packed (ccp) network of SrO3 atoms, with titanium atoms in 1/4 of
the octahedral interstitial sites. The close packed planes are {111},
and the close packed directions within that plane are b110N. We show
here that the eutacticOR is overwhelmingly thePEO on general surfaces,
even in conditions for which it is not uniquely observed on single-crys-
tal special interfaces [23–27]. These observations indicate the PEO on
general surfaces is best described using 3D models of the crystal struc-
ture alignment, and that growth on general surfaces results in a smaller
number of ORs than observed on low-index surfaces.

2. Experimental details

A polycrystalline SrTiO3 substrate was prepared using standard ce-
ramicmethods from commercial SrTiO3 powder (99.97%). SrTiO3 pellets
were annealed consecutively at 900, 1360, and 1470 °C for 10, 10, and
3 h, respectively. The sintered substrates were lapped, polished, and
annealed as described elsewhere (for Fe2O3 pellets) [26]. The !nal
pellets were approximately 2mm thick and 8mm in diameter. 50 nm
thick!-Fe2O3 !lmswere deposited on SrTiO3 polycrystals and commer-
cial (100) single-crystals, as described elsewhere [26].

After deposition, an area of the !lm was mapped using EBSD [28].
Then, the !lm was polished away by hand using 0.3"m colloidal silica.
Polishing was stopped when the !lm (which was reddish) was no lon-
ger visible on the surface of the pellet, after!30s. The same area of the
surface was mapped using EBSD. The data was processed with one iter-
ation of a grain dilation algorithm (with a minimum grain size of 5
pixels and a grain tolerance angle of 5°) and subsequently by assigning
a single average orientation to each grain (averaging the orientation of
all points within the identi!ed grain). The orientation relationships
between !lm/substrate pairs were determined using software and
methods described in Ref. [19].

3. Results and discussion

Inverse pole-!gure (IPF)maps taken from the samearea on thepoly-
crystalline specimen (imaged in plan view) are shown in Fig. 1(a) for
the !lm and Fig. 1(b) for the substrate after !lm removal. The colors
used in IPF maps represent the orientation of each point on the map
relative to the surface normal (the color keys are given as stereographic
triangles in the insets). The outlined regions in each map represent
three pairs of !lm and substrate grains, simply as guides. In general,
each substrate grain nucleates a small set of !lm grains, usually cor-
responding to two distinct twin orientations (discussed below). In

traditional epitaxy on single crystal substrates, these regions are
often called variants and represent degenerate orientations that are
crystallographically identi!able owing to the different symmetries of
the !lm and substrate. In some regions, areas containing individual
pixels assigned to widely varying orientations were cleaned up and
colored black in the IPF map. Even !lm grains that appear at this scale
to be a single color, actually have multiple !lm grains (i.e., twins) as
determined by the EBSD software at higher resolution: one such high-
resolution IPF map is shown as the inset in Fig. 2. Here, small regions
(which occupy low area fractions) of differently colored orientations
(some of which arise from poor image quality in the region) from the
matrix can be observed.

To determine the PEO, we calculated (for 501 identi!ed !lm/
substrate pairs on 117 substrate grains) the angle between [111]sub
and [0001]!lm, corresponding to the normal to the eutactic planes of
each solid (the out-of-plane OR). We also calculated the angle between

110
h i

sub
and 1010

h i

film
(for these same pairs), corresponding to the

close-packed direction in the eutactic plane (the in-planeOR). The aver-
age angle (standard deviation) between [111]sub and [0001]!lm is 4.2°

(6.5°), while the average angle between 110
h i

sub
and 1010

h i

film
is

3.0° (5.2°). The angular distributions are given in Fig. 2, where each dis-
tribution is plotted versus a pair ID number, which is ordered frommin-
imum to maximum angle for each distribution. More than 450 of the
501 !lm/substrate pairs (N90%) are within 5° of the eutactic OR for
both the in-plane and out-of-planeORs. Slightly above the Pair ID num-
ber 461, in both distributions, the misorientation angles become much
larger than 5°. All points lying in this region are considered outliers to

Fig. 1. Inverse pole-!gure EBSDmaps of the same area of (a) a 50nmhexagonal Fe2O3 !lm
on (b) a polycrystalline cubic SrTiO3 substrate. The color-key of the orientations are given
in the insets as standard stereographic triangles for the speci!c crystal systems. Outlined
areas represent the same area of the sample.
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the primary distribution, and represent!5–10% of the population. We
did not attempt any systematic investigation into these outliers except
to ensure these were correctly assigned as non-eutactic orientations in
the population. That there are other orientations is not surprising given
the complexity of !lm growth; that there is less than!10% that adopt
non-eutactic orientations over all orientation space is surprising. Using
only the!rst 461 pairs, the average angle (standard deviation) between

[111]sub and [0001]!lm is 2.6° (1.0°) and between 110
h i

sub
and

1010
h i

film
is 1.6° (0.7°).

These observations strongly support the hypothesis that the eutactic
OR is the PEO, similar to that observed for anatase and rutile TiO2 on pe-
rovskites [19]. A small average rotation (of a few degrees) between the
networks can arise experimentally from the remounting of the sample,
during which the alignment is done visually. Inherent uncertainty in
the absolute assignment of angles in the cleaned EBSD data [19] should
cause scatter around the average orientation values (of at most 1°). The
distribution of points for the!rst 461 points is within these levels of un-
certainty. Small rotations between epitaxial networks (on the order of
several degrees) can also arise frommis!t accommodationmechanisms,
which should be a function of the local orientation and interface plane,
and therefore would vary from grain to grain [9,29,10,13,6,16,30]. It
should be noted that the local epitaxialmisorientation sometimes varied
signi!cantly between!lm grains on the same substrate grain, indicating
that at least a portion of the misorientation value has to do with crystal-
lographic accommodation at the interface. Overall, we did not attempt
to establish which of these factors dominate the angular difference be-
tween the eutactic networks; the primary goal was to demonstrate
that they are aligned. It is possible to improve the methodology to
determine more clearly the relative contributions of experimental
and symmetry-related uncertainties, as well as mis!t accommodation
effects.

For all substrate grains, at least two different !lm orientations were
observed, representing twin domains. All twins were determined to
have a misorientation corresponding to a 60° rotation about [0001], a
common misorientation in corundum twins [31]. The two colors ob-
served in the IPF map for the !lm grains on any individual substrate
grain simply re"ect how the normal to the surface is affected by a 60°

rotation about [0001], which is inclined to the surface. The yellow/pur-
ple pairs in the IPF have the most color contrast, but all grains have
similar twin structures. The orientations of more than half of the
twin boundary-surface intersections were consistent with a (0001)
habit plane for the twin boundary, consistentwith predicted lowenergy
basal twins in corundum (see [31,32] and references therein). Because
of the meandering shape of the twins, other boundary orientations are
needed to bound the grain.

It is noted that the use of multiple !lm/substrate pairs for each sub-
strate grain affects the statistical analysis of the data. Because each sub-
strate grain resulted in an average of!4 calculatedORs, each additional
!lm grain doesn't represent an entirely unique substrate–grain pair. It
should also be noted that the number density of eutaxial grains, de-
scribed here, is likely to be lower than the area fraction of eutaxial
grains. The size of the eutaxial grains is always much larger than the
non-eutaxial grains. Therefore, the values reported here are reasonable
representations of the population and convey the overwhelming prefer-
ence for the eutactic OR.

The wide range of colors observed in the substrate IPF color map in
Fig. 1(b) indicates that surface orientations over the entire epitaxial ori-
entation space were used in the investigation of the PEO. This is further
demonstrated in Fig. 3(b), where the orientations of speci!c grains
used in the calculations are plotted within the stereographic triangle.
On the other hand, the IPF map for the !lm contains colors that are
mainly shades of red, orange, pink, and yellow, colors representing
!lm grains located near the (0001) orientation. This indicates that
the !lm grains are not distributed throughout orientation space, as
observed in Fig. 3(a). This arises simply from differences in the angular
range of orientation space owing to symmetry differences in the crystal
classes. In the cubic system, the maximum angular spread between
non-equivalent directions is 54.7°, while in the hexagonal system it is
90°. The compression of the!lmdata near [0001] reinforces the eutaxial
growth mode, since the !lms follow the substrate orientations closely.
Also note that we found the outlier grains to be uniformly distributed
throughout the orientation space, but still compressed toward the
(0001) orientation, indicating that the outliers are also orientated in
space relative to the substrate, i.e., they are also epitaxial.

Across the entirety of epitaxial orientation space we !nd that the
eutactic OR is the simplest descriptor for !lm growth (regardless
of the substrate surface normal), and should be consider the PEO of
!-Fe2O3 on SrTiO3. This eutactic OR matches observations of epitaxial
growth of !-Fe2O3 !lms on (0001) Al2O3 [33–35,26] and (001) TiO2

[36] single crystal substrates. The eutacticORwas also observed for ep-
itaxial !-Fe2O3 on perovskite substrates: (111) SrTiO3 [26] and (001)
LaAlO3 [27]. However, Chen et al. [23,24] reported that hematite growth
(using similar conditions to those here) on (001) SrTiO3 surfaces
resulted in polycrystalline !lms. The latter work suggests that our
!lms should be polycrystalline near the (001) orientations, but we do

Fig. 2. Plot of the angle of misorientation between the!lm [0001] and the substrate [111]
(out-of-plane, blue circles) and the !lm 1100

h i
and substrate 110

h i
(in-plane, red

squares). Inset: a high resolution IPF map of another region of the Fe2O3 !lm grains (the
horizontal width is 46 !m).

Fig. 3.Orientations of the grains used for orientation calculations, and shown in Fig. 1,
plotted in the standard stereographic triangle for (a) the !lm and (b) the substrate.
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not observe this for growth on polycrystalline SrTiO3. To understand
how observations on polycrystals compare to those on single crystals,
we deposited a !lm on a (001) SrTiO3 single crystal.

Fig. 4 shows an IPFmap for an Fe2O3 !lm grown on a (100)-oriented
SrTiO3 single crystal, and it is clearly polycrystalline (similar to Chen
et al. [23,24]). (Under identical growth conditions we found epitaxial
!lms grew on (111) SrTiO3 single crystals [26].) While there are colors
from awider region of orientation space for the!lm on the (001) single
crystal (compared to Fig. 1(a)), there are only a small number of distinct
colors that dominate the population. The population was binned into
!ve distinct color bins (orientations) and their area fractions were
determined. These values are given in Table 1. The purple and white
partitions represent the two twin orientations of the eutactic OR (we
veri!ed that both the in-plane and out-of-plane eutactic directions
were aligned). Even though the !lm is polycrystalline on this single
crystal surface, the eutactic OR is still the largest single OR in the popu-
lation. More than 1/3 (!37.4%) of the area fraction corresponds to
grains with the eutactic OR, supporting that this is the PEO.

A combination of growth and substrate surface parameters deter-
mines nucleation kinetics, which are dif!cult to compare completely be-
tween different growth environments. It is likely that one could isolate
conditions where several of these !ve orientations could be completely
isolated on (100) SrTiO3 (or other perovskites), in particular the eutactic
OR. Indeed, the observations by Wang et al. [27] support this assertion,
as they were able to obtain eutaxial ( 1012

" #
-oriented) !-Fe2O3 on

(001) LaAlO3. Differences in the growth parameters are also likely the
reason we observe eutaxial !-Fe2O3 on (111) SrTiO3, while Gich et al.
[25] found epitaxial !-Fe2O3 on (111) SrTiO3 single crystals. Our growth
conditions favor hematite formation on all grains, and the surfaces of
the polycrystal more strongly favor the eutaxial PEO as compared to

the (100) single crystal. The latter observation is likely associated with
a less-degenerate nucleation landscape owing to lower symmetry or
more surface defects on the polycrystal.

Describing the PEOusing the typical geometrical arguments of struc-
tural matching at special interfaces is nearly impossible. First, we used
117 differently orientated grains to generate the 501 !lm observations.
If we described the epitaxial growth relative to these sample normal
vectors, we would need 117 individual descriptors, and would have to
write even more epitaxial relationships (at least twice that since all
grains are twinned). It should be noted that in typical single-crystal in-
vestigations using different lowMiller-index orientations, the individu-
al descriptors are used on different orientations. It seems reasonable
that this level of expected complexity would be enough to drive growth
studies toward the special low-index surfaces. However, these observa-
tions indicate that one simple descriptor covers 95% of our observations.
Second, on the high-symmetry low Miller-index surfaces, where con-
ventional descriptions are expected to hold, we observe polycrystalline
growth, indicating that this special surface does not accurately repre-
sent growth of Fe2O3 on a general SrTiO3 surface. Nevertheless, the
eutactic OR is still the largest single OR in the population (by area
fraction).

The use of polycrystalline substrates and EBSD mapping for deter-
mining the PEO represents a signi!cant technical step forward. CSE
allows for high throughput studies of !lm growth on high and low
index orientations. Using CSE, a single !lm deposition results in hun-
dreds of individual substrate/!lm pairs. Each of these pairs can be
thought to represent a single growth experiment. The observations
made here using CSE, and previously for TiO2 growth on BiFeO3 [19],
support the assertion that one simple descriptor describes the PEO of
corundum, anatase, and rutile !lms on perovskite substrates: the PEO
aligns the eutactic networks between the !lm and the substrate
(the eutactic OR). Surprisingly, on low Miller-index surfaces, other ORs
compete better with the eutaxial grains than on the high Miller-index
surfaces, thereby confusing the identi!cation of the PEO on low Miller-
index surfaces.

4. Conclusions

The preferred epitaxial orientation (PEO) of a Fe2O3 !lm, grown
using pulsed laser deposition, on a polycrystalline SrTiO3 substrate
was determined by establishing the grain-by-grain orientation relation-
ships using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Using this high-
throughput methodology, we call combinatorial substrate epitaxy
(CSE), over 500 local orientation relationships (ORs) were investigated
and more than 90% of these ORs, regardless of the interface plane nor-

mal, could be described using a single epitaxial OR: 0001! " 1010
h i

Fe2O3

111! " 110
h i

SrTiO3

!!!! . This OR aligns the eutactic (nearly close-packed)

planes and directions between these dissimilar crystal structures.
Fe2O3 !lms on a single crystalline (100)-SrTiO3 display several different
orientation relationships; nevertheless, the eutaxialOR accounts for the
largest area fraction (more than 1/3). These results suggest that growth
on high Miller-index (low-symmetry) surfaces provide more general
information about the PEO than growth on low Miller-index (high-
symmetry) surfaces. The epitaxial !lm growth on high Miller-index
surfaces and the overwhelming observation of the eutaxialOR supports
the hypothesis that a very small number of simple crystallographic de-
scriptors guide epitaxial !lm growth over all of orientation space, even
for non-isostructural !lm/substrate pairs.
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Fig. 4. IPF map of an Fe2O3 !lm on a SrTiO3(001) substrate. Five distinct colors – red,
purple, white, cyan, and yellow – have considerable area fractions in the overall popula-
tion (see Table 1).

Table 1
Summary of the area fraction of points falling into the!ve color bins from themap inFig. 4.
The total number of points falling into one of the!ve color bins is 257,004, representing a
60.4% fraction of the total number of points.

Orientation Number of points Area fraction

Red (0001) 45,072 0.105
Cyan !1200" 37,497 0.088
Purple !1012" 55,640 0.130
White !1213" 103,881 0.244
Yellow !1114" 14,914 0.035
All data 425,917 1.000
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